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Across
4. can you ... how much time do we need 

approximately
5. it has legs, but doesnt have hands
8. how long is that closed line? it is not just a line, 

it is a circle! ok, so what is the ... then
11. it has arms but no legs
12. I am stending in the center of circle, the shop 

is right on the circleб seems the shop is 
exactly one ... far from me

13. every city has at least one ..., but the thing is 
that the city ... is not necessary a ..., for 
example Zhuji has th triangle ...

14. this triangle is not scalene and it is definitely 
not equiangular, it is ...

15. a diameter is the largest ... of a circle

Down
1. it can fly high if you know how to manage the 

wind
2. it looks like the san in time of dawn
3. I was ... again, this shop is to the ... of the 

school and look at the intersection, these 
roads cross at the ... angle

6. ... lines never cross each other
7. the world we all are living in has three ..., the 

drawings on the wall are made in two ..., the 
point on the line knows only one ... and if it will 
loose the line it will turn into zero ...

9. I have a pen, I have a needle!
10. I want to put a fence around my house, could 

you help me to check out my land plot ...
11. it is almost cute, but only one letter difference


